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About This Content

Soundtrack

The complete music suite composed for Imperator: Rome. A fitting accompaniment as you plan future conquests. As the game's
score expands, so will this living soundtrack, with new music added in most major updates.

Note that this soundtrack is only separately available for play outside of the game in MP3, WAV and FLAC formats, so a
suitable audio player will be required.

Track list:

Red Sun

Northland

Family

Hero

Silk Road
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Sound the Cornu

The Siege

Actium

Caesarion

Civil War

Nightwatch

Karthago

Tyrrenum

Hegemony

Our State

Elegy

Cleopatra

Oceanus

Olivari

Domine

We the People
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 Home Premium 64 bit SP1

Processor: Intel® iCore™ i3-550 or AMD® Phenom II X6 1055T

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia® GeForce™ GTX 460 or AMD® Radeon™ HD 6970

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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it keeps exiting me out. laggy as all balls. Favourite puzzle game yet

Love how the 'tutorial' follows a self discovery of the rules and mechanics of the game.

. Another mediocre and boring skin that came with the Croft Edition.

I simply cannot understand why you'd purchase these if you didn't get them with the Croft Edition.. The controls are annoying
and the questing is bad.
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Certified Fast. Well, Redout didn't stop being certified fast, but the devs decided to patch out gravity and air resistance in the
new tracks, so now you can really transcend speed!. I love this game it has a lot of potential but nobody is playing, its very sad, I
have a feeling if it was free for a short amount of time like a month or so and with proper exposure this game would kick off
greatly.. An hour or so of fairly good gamplay, gets repetitive very fast, even within the timeframe of one game. There's very
little content, I could definitely dig this if there was some building to it.. Love this game honestly. i guess i could say its a good
game but really nothing to do yet i mean i have fun earning $$ but theres no tutorial and its not really anything yet so i would
wait until this game has some more deph into it. but like i said it really could turn into a good game.. I loved this game, but It
struggles to even launch on Windows 10 and Rockstar is no help.. HARDER than Dark Souls( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296
\u0361\u00b0). This is more of an advanced Risk like Board Game. It is simple to pick up and just start playing.

In the Description of the game it states that the game mechanics are very straight forward and simple.. The game delivered that.

If you are looking for a cheap game that is easy to play and resembles a board game like risk.. This is a perfect game. This is not
an overly complicated game trying to simulate history and governments.. You place your armies and move them around the
map, conquer or defend.

I found the game to be very amusing and satisfying.. I'm always on the lookout to enjoy a risk like game.. Many try and fail. But
this one is not frustrating or very difficult. Image risk with someones own twerks and touches in it emulating a fixed starting
position for european empires.

. This game is far away to be a masterpiece but at the end of the day gets the job done.
It has some very good moments and overall is an ok game.. Welcome to German Fortress 3D, an archaic first person shooter set
in a few flat rooms full of snipers so far away, you'll never see them before you're dead. Its downfalls are common with this first-
person shooter engine. Horizontal rooms, no cover, bland gameplay and enemies that are cardboard cutouts always facing you.

The snipers are typical soldiers dressed in black, but have deadly precision. They begin peeling off health in an instant. To be
hilarious, the game starts you with a knife which works fine, but they give you a shotgun... an empty shotgun. Oh but it gets
better, once you murder your first Nazi soldier, he drops ammunition... that does nothing. In fact a lot of the ammunition
dropped does nothing to replenish your supply. Once you have ammunition, your weapon fires a slow projectile rather than a hit
scan weapon indicative of the genre. The slow projectile gives enemies a chance to side step your fireball that bellows from the
barrel of your ineffective weapon.

After playing ten minutes, I never made it past a few cement grey rooms before getting mowed down. There is no cover. I came
across a single health box that looked like it was taken from Doom. The entire game has free assets that hearken back to that
early 90s first-person shooter. The catch is the game it's paying homage to has depth, fun and color. All you'll find in German
Fortress 3D are grey walls and black Nazi soldiers... What is this game in grey scale? Well, I guess the swastikas are red, so
there must be color.

There was no fun here in the game. It's a hostile game and every small bit of movement without death is an achievement. Sure
there is a save and load, but the problem is the enemies will still shoot you long before your projectiles will ever reach them.

The mouse sensitivity is another issue, it lacks the speed necessary to turn corners easily. If you want to get serious about playing
the game, it's best to face the wall of a corner and strafe out. That will give you a chance to access your foes without getting
killed. These complaints can be copy / pasted to all the other games that use this simple engine. This feels like it's the worst out
of the games that use it. The others have their own art, better enemy design and levels that are fun.

For those that care, you'll find no achievements, cards, quality or effort put into German Fortress 3D. It's obvious from the
gameplay that the game doesn't want you to play. Please avoid it. There are better first-person shooters on a horizontal plane.
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